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How My Passion for Music was Stoked

2020 Uniform Trends!

Concert Programming for Success
Preparing the Perfect Performance

Professional Development:
Your Online Summer Event Calendar
Rudiments for Maintaining Percussion Chops
While School is Out
Rehabilitation for Violinists:
Surviving the Coronavirus

The Leading Informational Resource for
School Band and Orchestra Directors
Inclusion: Addressing Barriers to
Accessibility in Distance Learning
Optimism Through the COVID-19
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Student Tips for Working from Home
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Best Tools
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Winners

Reach Nearly 22,000 Qualified Subscribers

Your #1 Resource for Reaching Nearly

School Band & Orchestra

22,000

SBO provides an outstanding opportunity for companies and music colleges, universities, and artsintensive high school programs that target the universe of school band and orchestra directors. With
a market-leading circulation in print and thousands more accessing the publication digitally, SBO
can provide exposure for your products and services to a highly targeted audience of school music
educators. These instructors influence the purchase of millions of dollars’ worth of items in products
and services pertaining to music education. SBO provides insight into challenging issues such as
recruitment and retention, budgeting, fundraising, travel, and administration, as well as producing
educational and creative performances. By placing an advertising schedule in SBO, your company
will be visible to a variety of directors who are involved with concert, marching, jazz, and modern
bands, string and symphonic orchestras, chamber and other small group performance ensembles.

Qualified Subscribers

More Channels, More Customers
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SBO gets your advertising message out to nearly 22,000 qualified subscribers, on their terms, anywhere, and anytime. Monthly print, mobile, and desktop formatted issues of SBO establish and
reinforce advertising awareness via repeat frequency of deep
content engagement. SBO website content works to target and
serve your message exclusively to search qualified prospects. SBO
email media provides immediate, comprehensive, and quick turnaround response
access to over 18,000 opt-in subscribers.
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Festivals and Travel
Resources for 2018!
By Mike Lawson
The 2017 school year is over, summer band programs
are beginning, and planning for 2018 is well underway. To help with your festival and travel plans, SBO
presents over a dozen great options and resources in
this alphabetically-listed showcase!
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Bob Rogers Travel
Student travelers will be exploring new destinations next
year and Bob Rogers Travel
has traveled with groups to
each one. Their personal favorite? Nashville. “Music City”
has the music history, performance opportunities, and one-of-akind attractions that are BRT-tested, student-approved and have
seen a steady 25% increase in the number of groups traveling
there every year. Bob Rogers Travel’s goal is to provide the best,
most current guidance for their clients, with a team of travel experts constantly monitors travel trends, and looking for hot new
performance travel destinations. Other emerging destinations include: San Antonio, Cleveland, Anaheim, and Honolulu.
800-373-1423 or bobrogerstravel.com

• September 2017
Band & Orchestra

Cedar Fair
Cedar Fair’s range of parks offer
performance programs opportunities for students to perform in an
exciting and amped up environment. Performers can march down
the midway or perform on one of
Cedar Fair’s outdoor stages. They offer music educators a variety of programs including adjudicated
Festival of Music programs, in-park performance opportunities,
and more. With 11 parks across U.S. and Canada including Cedar
Point, Knott’s Berry Farm, Canada’s Wonderland, Kings Island, Dorney Park, Kings Dominion, Carowinds, California’s Great America,
Valleyfair, Worlds of Fun, and Michigan’s Adventure, Cedar Fair offers a wide range of locations for showcasing your student’s talent
while performing in a fun, exciting and casual environment.
cedarfairyouthsales.com

Published 12 Times Annually
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Encore Tours
Encore Tours offers customized touring package opportunities that help boost
the ensemble’s reputation in
the community and enhance
recruitment and fundraising efforts, while also allowing diverse cultures to come together
through music. Encore is committed to supporting music education at home. Director workshops and professional networking
events along with scholarship programs for young musicians, find
them continuing to give back to musical communities year-round.
Their mission: “Taking your music program to new places.” Airspace
(and bus space) is opening up for 2018! Start planning now to get
the best possible price, venues, routing, hotels and restaurants.
877-460-3801 or encoretours@acis.com

EPN Travel
EPN Travel specializes in tour planning
for student group
festival trips and
performance tours throughout the United States. EPN travel has
developed solid relationships with major hotel chains, restaurants
and various attractions to ensure a seamless experience for the
students, as well as the group leaders and chaperones. EPN are
proud members of both the National Tour Association (NTA) and
the Student Youth and Travel Association (SYTA). These organizations serve the Tour & Travel community and have strict membership requirements. Specialists will work with your school to
arrange a remarkable adventure and learning experience for your
students, while taking the hassle of reservations and rooming lists
off your “to-do” list.
888-323-0974 or epntravel.com

Festivals of Music incorporates in-demand attractions as host sites for awards
ceremonies—including the Newseum in
Washington, D.C., the U.S.S. Intrepid in
New York, the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library in Boston, the National World
War II Museum in New Orleans, and the
Ontario Science Center in Toronto. St. Louis is a new location, with performances at
the Hettenhausen Center for the Arts and
the Skip Viragh Center for the Arts. Many
locations are moving to Saturday performance days to provide better venue
access and alignment with travel schedules. They return to venues including the
Wilder Performing Arts Center (Virginia
Beach), Schlesinger Concert Hall (Washington, D.C.), Toronto Centre for the Arts,
Duxbury Performing Arts Center (Boston),
and new locations in Chicago, Cleveland,
and New Orleans.
800-305-7565 or festivalsofmusic.com

Unlock the secrets to success
in building your strings program

Hawaii Band and
Orchestra Festival

The 12th Annual Hawaii Band and Orchestra Festival, held March 10, 2018 and
April 7, 2018, is one of the best festivals in
Hawaii. In addition to performing at festivals, participants attend workshops conducted by nationally known clinicians. Although Hawaii is part of the United States,
it offers unique characteristics such as an
ethnic mix and cultural differences from
the rest of the country. Many of its cultural festivals reflect this difference. In Hawaii, visitors are exposed to the cultures
of the Pacific. Hawaii has a significant role
in U.S. history. With its unique culture and
history, Hawaii offers students and adults
an educational experience that is quite
different from other visitor destinations in
the continental United States.
800-366-7486 or
groups@hawaiimusicfestivals.com

Download our free 12-month template
for creating a goal-driven
beginning strings program

www.encoretours.com/BeginnerStrings

June 2017 • School Band & Orchestra
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Online solutions that drive results - SBO newsletter, sbomagazine.com, and SBO digital editions for mobile

www.sbomagazine.com
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SBO publishes 12 issues each year with in-depth features, director profiles,
news and information, new products, and the annual College Search and Career Guide.
Our advertisers benefit from year-round visibility and consistency in the marketplace.

Editorial
Focus

v Omni Channel Media
ANNUAL & MONTHLY ISSUE COVERAGE CORE TO SCHOOL MUSIC EDUCATORS
u BACK TO SCHOOL
u THE BAND DIRECTOR’S SURVIVAL GUIDE
u PARENT & BOOSTER RESOURCES
u ANNUAL MUSIC DIRECTOR’S RESOURCE GUIDE

SBO features practical,
hands-on editorial
content, including:

PACKAGE YOUR MESSAGE TO BAND AND
ORCHESTRA DIRECTORS

UPCLOSE Q&A INTERVIEWS AND FEATURES: Each issue, SBO delivers compelling and
insightful interviews, reports, and stories especially relevant to today’s instrumental music
teachers

PRINT • DIGITAL • E-MARKETING • DIRECT MAIL

MAC CORNER: The Music Achievement Council’s bi-monthly column presenting practical,
hands-on strategies for teaching music

• THE LARGEST BAND & ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR CIRCULATION of any print magazine in
the industry, reaching nearly 25,000 qualified subscribers.

INSERVICE: Col. (USA Ret.) Thomas H. Palmatier writes about the
importance of leadership and serving the community with your music
program
AUDIOTECH : Bestselling author Bobby Owsinski explains all things audio
production to demystify the recording process for instrumental music
educators.
GOODVIBES: Kevin Lucas hits on all things keyboard percussion in the Good
Vibes, from techniques to teaching tips.
FESTIVALS: Special focus on planning travel, festival strategies, surviving
the big annual trip each year and more!

u COLLEGE SEARCH AND CAREER GUIDE
u FUNDRAISING/TRAVEL GUIDANCE
u COLLEGE & PROFESSIONAL MARCHING BANDS
u AND MORE, EVERY ISSUE!

MusicEd:
Mentor Minute
A monthly
column by
Elisa Janson Jones

TECHNOLOGY: Dr. George Hess writes columns thoughout the year on the
best audio tech products for your program.

• SBO’s iPAD & DIGITAL EDITION expands your visibility to worldwide markets as your ad
is seen on-line with direct links to your website. Thousands of international music education professionals will see your message.
• BROADCAST E-MAIL YOUR MESSAGE to over 18,700 band and orchestra directors
with SBO’s exclusive broadcast e-mail service. This essential service allows you to target
your message to the decision makers who prefer to receive their information via e-mail.
• SBO WEEKLY E-NEWSLETTER offers a powerful e-marketing opportunity to help drive traffic to
your website. Readers consider SBO’s e-newsletter to be an essential tool for getting the latest industry news, trends, exclusive editorial content, surveys, and much more! Your banner ad is certain
to generate leads and exposure for your company.
• TARGETED ACCESS
SBO provides complete fulfillment services for all advertiser direct mail and magazine insert campaigns. Our qualified subscriber base may be targeted geographically and/or by demographics.

MODERN BAND: Each month we focus on today’s newest genre, the Modern Band incorporating pop music
instruments and repertoire, by the teachers who lead these programs.

SALES CONTACTS

HEADLINES: Read the latest and greatest happening in the world of music education and istrumental music.

GREG GALLARDO x155
Publisher
gregg@timelesscom.com

NEW PRODUCTS: We announce the new products available to help your students make great music.
TONE DEAF COMICS: A monthly funny for instrumental music directors

MATT KING x169
mking@timelesscom.com

PLAYING TIPS: User-submitted tips for teaching

JEFF DONNENWERTH x168
jdonnenwerth@timelesscom.com
MATT HUBER x103
mh@timelesscom.com

JUDY WANG - The Greater China
Worldwide Focus Media
0086-13810325171 • judy@timelesscom.com
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2021 ADVERTISING DEADLINES

CREATIVE BUSINESS SERVICES
Timeless Creative, a division of Timeless Communications, Corp., is your complete
creative resource team that will build your brand to ensure the success of your business.
With over 15 years of continuous content development, Timeless Creative provides
unique resources and results driven expertise on mindshare, brand awareness, product
launches, corporate identities, and market research. Timeless Creative will deliver across
all platforms: print, digital, social media, POPs, PR, billboards, event production, and sales
collateral. When it comes to achieving result expectations that deliver to marketing and
sales goals, Timeless Create is your #1, best choice creative partner.

TOTAL MARKET • TOTAL REACH
SBO MAGA
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March 2013 • $5.00

BROCHURES
Tri-Folds, Booklets, Product Catalogs,
Bi-Folds, Single Page, Custom

BUSINESS IDENTITY
Logos, Brands, Business Cards, Letterhead,
Envelopes, Newsletters

CREATIVE BRANDING ADVERTISEMENT
BELLY BANDS • INSERTS • ADVERTORIALS • POLY-BAG
GATE FOLDS • BELLY BAND DELUXE SPREADS

sbomagazine.com

JULY 2017

PRINT
DESKTOP

Can An “Extreme” Rural High School Band Program
Be Successful?

Sharing the Podium: Enhancing Your Students’
Ensemble Experience.
Fabulous Fundraising for Your New School Year!

ALL MOBILE DEVICES

PRINT MEDIA ADVERTISING
Magazine Ads, Flyers, Billboards, Postcards,
File Folders, Promotional Items

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT
Website Design, Social Media, SEO, PPC,
Search Engine Marketing (SEM)

www.sbomagazine.com

GREG GALLARDO x155
Group Publisher
gregg@timelesscom.com
MATT KING x169
mking@timelesscom.com
JEFF DONNENWERTH x168
jdonnenwerth@timelesscom.com
MATT HUBER x103
mh@timelesscom.com
JUDY WANG - The Greater China Worldwide Focus Media
0086-13810325171 • judy@timelesscom.com
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RATE CARD

SPECS
ALL BLEED ADS MUST HAVE 0.125 INCHES PAST THE TRIM EDGE
AND ALL LIVE AREAS MUST REMAIN .25 INCHES INSIDE THE
PAGE TRIM SIZE.

UPLOAD AD SUBMISSIONS TO: www/timeless-com.com/ads/
Full Page

$2,900

$2,700

$2,500

$2,300

Full Page Spread

$5,300

$5,000

$4,500

$4,300

2/3 Page Vertical

$2,300

$2,200

$1,900

$1,700

1/2 Page Spread

$3,350

$3,100

$2,800

$2,400

1/2 Page Horizontal

$1,750

$1,650

$1,550

$1,350

1/2 Page Island

$1,750

$1,650

$1,550

$1,350

1/3 Page Square

$1,325

$1,225

$1,125

$925

1/3 Page Vertical

$1,325

$1,225
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$925

1/4 Page Vertical
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$775

1/4 Page Square
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$775

1/6 Page Vertical

$600
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$525

1/6 Page Horizontal

$600

$575

$550

$525

Back Cover

$3,450

Inside Back Cover

$2,645

Inside Front Cover

$2,990

Full Page Spread
W/ 16.25 X H/ 10.875
W/BLEED
W/16.5 X H/ 11.125

1X
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$90
$180
$230
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1/2 PAGE
HORIZONTAL

6x
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$80
$160
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12x
$1,000
$1,000
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$300
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$230
$300
$370
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$75
$150
$185
$230
$300

W/ 8.125 X H/ 10.875
W/BLEED

W/ 8.375 X H/ 11.125

Other acceptable file formats are: Mac-compatible InDesign CS6 or Illustrator EPS
files, collected with all working files and Postscript fonts (screen and printer)
included.
IMPORTANT PRINT NOTE: All SPOT, RGB, & LAB COLORS SHOULD BE
CONVERTED TO CMYK to avoid any color conversion/transparency flattening
issues. In addition, if a pdf file is supplied, all text must be converted to outlines.
PUBLISHER IS NOT LIABLE FOR INFERIOR OUTCOME IF GUIDELINES ARE NOT
FOLLOWED.
This publication prints in a web offset, CMYK format and to SWOP standards. For
color critical ads two digital color proofs must be provided, created from the
supplied digital file on a contract-quality, digital halftone proofing system in
accordance with SWOP standards (Imation Digital Matchprint, Kodak Approval,
Iris, Rainbow, etc.)

1/2 PAGE SPREAD

1/2 Page Spread
W/ 13.9 X H/ 5

Publisher is not liable for color inaccuracy if guidelines are not followed and color proofs
not supplied.

1/2 Horizontal
W/ 6.95 X H/ 5

1/2 Vertical Island
W/ 4.6 X H/ 7.5

1/3 PAGE
SQUARE

1/3 Square
W/ 4.6 X H/ 5

If you have questions or concerns regarding ad or insert specifications, please contact
the production manager at 702.932.5585. For ad sales information, please contact
your account manager.
Preferred method of ad file delivery—please upload digital files to:
www.timeless-com.com/ads/ (100 MB Max)
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COMMUNICATIONS

1/3 VERTICAL

SIZE
1/2 Page Horizontal
1/2 Page Vertical
3 Columns x 1 inch (6.95 x 1)
3 Columns x 2 inches (6.95 x 2)
3 Columns x 4 inches (6.95 x 4)
2 Columns x 2 inches (4.60 x 2)
2 Columns x 3 inches (4.60 x 3)
2 Columns x 4 inches (4.60 x 4)
2 Columns x 5 inches (4.60 x 5)
1 Column x 1 inch (2.16 x 1)
1 Column x 2 inches (2.16 x 2)
1 Column x 3 inches (2.16 x 3)
1 Column x 4 inches (2.16 x 4)
1 Column x 5 inches (2.16 x 5)

Full Page

All ads must be submitted in digital format. Preferred file submission: CMYK or
grayscale, high resolution (300dpi or greater) Photoshop-compatible EPS, TIFF,
JPEG or PDF files. If supplying layered files, all support images and fonts must be
included with all fonts converted to outlines.

Laser or inkjet proofs are not considered accurate in color and will be used for
content confirmation only.

Need Design Help? $200 fees apply for one-time designs. $100 fee for changes to existing artwork

C L A S S I F I E D S

FULL PAGE

FULL PAGE SPREAD

2/3 Vertical
W/ 4.6 X H/ 10

Fractional ads, use the non-bleed dimensions as your live area. Do not allow any
essential type or art to fall outside this area. For spread ads, do not place any
essential type or images across the gutter (center line) without adding .125” space
on each side of the fold for safety (total .25”).

1/3 Vertical
W/ 2.16 X H/ 10

1/4
SQUARE
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(Publication Name/Issue Date)
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12x

1/4
VERT.

6x

1/2 PAGE
VERTICAL

3x

1/6 VERT.

1x

2/3 VERTICAL

Size / Position

NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING
NEWLETTER SPECS

HIGH VISIBILITY

Acceptable Formats: .jpg, .gif, (No Flash)
Size requirements: around 200K
All newsletter spots are EXCLUSIVE

www.sbomagazine.com/newsletter/

468x60 EXCLUSIVE HEADER
Subject to availability.

$750/month

468X60 EXCLUSIVE PAGEFOLD

468x60 Exclusive Header

Subject to availability.

160x160
Exclusive
Sidebar

$600/month

160X160 EXCLUSIVE SIDEBAR
Stacking order may alternate.

$500/month

VIDEO INSERT
Stacking order may alternate.

$1,000/month

CUSTOM EMAIL BLASTS
$1500/per email blast
Set your sights on sales with a targeted customized e-mail blast. SBO can deliver your
message to thousands of band and orchestra director e-mail addresses from our qualified opt-in subscriber database. HTML or plain text with an attachment formats available. This is the best way to deliver your personalized message straight to the desks
of decision-makers throughout the industry. Custom e-mail blasts are only available to
advertisers in SBO Magazine who have reached a spending level of at least $15,000 in
2020/2021, or are contracted for a minimum of $15,000 for the calendar year of 2021.

Tel: (702) 479-1879
6700 Via Austi Pkwy, Suite C • Las Vegas, NV 89119 • Tel: (702) 479-1879 • Fax: (702) 554-5340
www.sbomagazine.com
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468x60 Exclusive Pagefold

SPEC NOTE: Pre-designed email (html) - provide html code in .txt or .html file. Please be sure to use
absolute, full paths to images and links.
• All styling is inline (no css or styling in header)
• Do not include scripting of any sort (i.e., no javascript)
• Table-based layouts will provide the most consistent display for all email clients and programs
• Design for a width of 600 pixels wide. There is no restriction on height using this option.

WEBSITE ADVERTISING
WEB BANNER SPECS

HIGH VISIBILITY

Acceptable Formats: .jpg, .gif
Size requirements: around 200K

www.sbomagazine.com/

468x60 Rotating PAGE HEAD

468X60 EXCLUSIVE PAGE FOLD
This ad appears on ALL pages in the site and is EXCLUSIVE to the client.
$750/month
468X60 ROTATING PAGE HEAD

234X60
Exclusive Sidebar

This ad appears on ALL pages in the site and is SHARED. Limited availability.
$750/month
234X60 EXCLUSIVE SIDEBAR
This ad appears on ALL pages in the site and is EXCLUSIVE to the client.
$400/month
SIDEBAR
These ads are all EXCLUSIVE to the client. The Left side banners appear on
ALL pages in the site and Right side banners appear on most pages WITHOUT articles. Placement may vary and there are multiple sizes available:
SIDEBAR

468x60 Exclusive PAGE FOLD

300x250 media rectangle
160X160 Tile

$600/month
$450/month

300x650 half page

$900/month

160X600 Skyscraper

$750/month

Site Background Wall Paper

$1,000/month
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160X160
Exclusive
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Tile
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